Some tours from Fortaleza.
Please confirm prices and schedules with:
VITORINO TURISMO
+ 55 85 3047-1047
+ 55 85 9641-2266
www.vitorinotur.com.br
or
at the Hotel Concierge

01) CITY TOUR IN FORTALEZA
• Leave hotels from 7:50 am and finish around 1:00 pm.
• Price per Person: R$ 30,00.
• Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.

This tour starts in the morning, having a duration of approximately 3 ½ hours, covering the
main sights and history (old and new Fortaleza), around the waterfront: Beira Mar Avenue,
Statue of Iracema, Mucuripe Beach , Fisherman's Market, Futuro Beach, district of Aldeota,
Portugal Square, Mausoleum of former President Castelo Branco, Ideal and Iracema Beaches,
the English Bridge, Metropolitan Cathedral, Fort of Our Lady of the Assumption, Tourist Center
(old prison-point of handcrafts), Central Market, Dragão do Mar Cultural center and Monsenhor
Tabosa Avenue. Several stops for photos.

02) CUMBUCO BEACH
• Leave hotels from 8:15 am and finish around 4:00 pm.
• Price per Person: R$ 25,00.
• Everyday.
This tour lasts all day, leaving the hotels in the morning and returning late in the afternoon.
Former colony of fishermen, with vast coconut groves and huge dunes, Cumbuco Beach,
37 km from Fortaleza, offers the most diverse recreation options. Here nature is revealed
surprisingly. At each step, the wind shapes the landscape. Suddenly, the dune in a crescent
shape is cut abruptly, forming the so-called funnel. Another dune, another surprise, revealing a
crystal clear lagoon. Cumbuco, besides endless white sand and gentle sea for a delicious
bath, offers an optional buggy tour in the dunes, with curves, ascents and descents that leave
the more courageous visitors with the heart in mouth. There we also find the Parnamirim Pond
where one can practice an optional sport, different and unusual: the famous ski-ass, in which
the visitor can slide in the sand from more than 30 meters high and fall in the warm and clear
pond. There are other optional activities such as donkey ride, horse and “jangada” (boat
rustic). We have as support a restaurant on the beach, where visitors can enjoy typical dishes
based on fish and seafood while admiring the shuttle rafts. The breathtaking scenery of the
place, the scorching sun and sea wind will let the visitors super relaxed.

OPTIONAL: BUGGY AND RAFT RIDES.

03) RIDE TO BEACH PARK
• Leave hotels from 8:30 am and return from the beach at 5:00 pm.
• Price per Person: R$ 25,00.
• Every day (except when the park is closed for maintenance and in accordance with the
Calendar of Beach Park).
This tour lasts all day, leaving the hotels in the morning and returning in the late afternoon.
Located 27 km from Fortaleza, is the beach of Porto das Dunas, integrated to the metropolitan
region of Fortaleza. Amid a planned occupation with several vacation homes, is the Tourist
Complex of Beach Park. Visitors will have the best and largest beach infrastructure in Brazil,
with services to best attend the visitors. To best enjoy the day, besides a delightful swim in the
sea, Aqua Park is the main attraction. Considered the best and largest theme park beach in
Brazil (OPTIONAL entry), with its several attractions - RADICALS (Insane kalafrio),
MODERATE (Atlantis, Hupa & Hopa, Black Moray, Zump Tchibum), FAMILY (Acqua Circus,
Tsunami, Treasure Island Hut Aquabismo, Tchibum, Noah's Ark, Enchanted Current, Acqua
Show).
OPTIONAL PARK
Note: Current values: Adults: R$ 140,00, children over 1 meter up to 12 years – document
needed -R$ 130,00, pregnant women and over 60 years (document needed) 50% off .

04) RIDE THE BEACH OF CANOA QUEBRADA (BROKEN CANOE)
• Leave hotels from 7:10 am and return from the beach 4:00 pm.
• Price per Person: R$ 40,00.
• Every day.

This tour will last all day, leaving the hotels in the morning and returning late in the afternoon.
Located 167 km from Fortaleza, considered one of the most exotic, idyllic, rustic and primitive
beaches of Ceará. Discovered by tourists from various parts of Brazil and abroad in search of
mystical places and upbeat. In this famous beach, the tourists feel that the time and the
problems of our century seem not to exist. Canoa Quebrada was chosen by Fábio Barreto in
1997 to film the movie '' La Bella Donna'', based on the novel Riacho Doce ('Sweet Stream')
from José Lins do Rego, starring the Canadian actress Natasha Henstridge and with the
participation of actress Florinda Balkan, born at Ceara. Canoe (as it is called by the natives),
has a main street with all lodges, bars and restaurants of the site and that the spirit of the
“cearense” call '' Broadway''. Down the cliffs, towards the beach, the visitors will find several
options of small restaurants that serve a wide variety of typical dishes based on seafood. You
can also opt to ride a buggy to know the region or sailing on a typical “jangadinha”
(OPTIONAL). The Canoa Quebrada is symbolized by the famous half moon and star.
OPTIONAL: BUGGY AND RAFT RIDE.

05) RIDE TO JERICOACOARA BEACH – 300KM
 Leave hotels from 5:00 am and return from the beach 3:30 pm.
 Price per Person: R$ 130,00 ( Adult ) and R$ 80,00 ( Child ).
 Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays.
Jericoacoara is a National Park located 300 km west of Fortaleza. It has a set of different biomes
creating a unique place. In 1994 "Washinton Post" chose it as one of the ten most beautiful beaches in
the world. “Jeri” is a place out of the ordinary compared to the modern world of large cities, with
consecutive times, traffic jams and queues ... The streets are covered with sand and the beaches stretch
for miles without visual interference ... Everything has a touch slower and more relaxed. Until about 20
years ago, “Jeri” was just a simple fishing village isolated from the world, visited only by adventurous
travelers. There were no roads, electricity, telephone, television, newspapers and almost no money was
used. The trade was done through exchange of products such as fish for rice, and so on. But all this does
not mean that you will have to deprive yourself of comfort and luxury. The city became famous for
being one of the most long and beautiful beach in the world, surrounded by dunes and freshwater lakes bringing people from all over the world to its shores. In 1984, a federal law declared Jericoacoara area of
environmental protection and in 2002 the area has reached the maximum status in terms of
environmental protection, being named a National Park. After 1 hour from Fortaleza, there will be a stop
for a small breakfast (not included). Then continue towards Jijoca, the city where we will go to typical
vehicles with 4x4 to cross the Dunes National Park (included). Arriving in Jericoacoara, the Group will
embark on Buggies (Optional Tour - around R$ 60.00 per person - although optional this Buggy ride
becomes essential for this tour because it will go through the main points: Jericoacoara Village, the
Duna Por do Sol (Sunset Dune) , Holed Stone (a 20 minutes walk), Sloth Tree for photos, Blue Lagoon
with photo stop and at last Lagoa do Paraiso (Paradise Lagoon), where we will remain at the point of
support with all the infrastructure, with place for lunch (not included) and bath in the lagoon. Around
3:30 pm, we will leave Lagoa do Paraiso on a typical car up to the vehicle that will return to Fortaleza.
with arrival in Fortaleza around 8:00 to 8:30 pm.

